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SUMMER  2019

Dear Members,

Our members have contributed once again to making this edition
of our newsletter an interesting read. Thank you to our Editors Peter
and Jean Coles for their hard work.

Several of you have cruised in company this season, thank you to
those who have organised these and other events. The wind played
havoc with the best laid passage plans but those intrepid sailors
reached their destinations eventually and safely. These events fly 
the flag for the Nimbus Owners Club and encourage non-members
to join us.

We continue to make improvements to our website. If you have 
forgotten your login details do contact us, and please update the
website if your details have changed. The more information and updates that are included improve the website and make it more 
beneficial to all members.

I have recently made my contribution to saving the planet by purchasing and running trials on a small electric outboard. I am very pleased
with the performance. I have yet to find how long the battery will last. Quiet it certainly is and if you are a fisherman it is brilliant. 
The ahead and astern controls made manoeuvring a doddle on our 2.4m inflatable floor dinghy.  

The next club event is our Island Harbour Rally, thank you to Sue and John for organising. I am sure you will join me in wishing John a
speedy recovery from his recent knee operation.

Your committee is always keen to hear any suggestions you may have for rallies and events.

Best wishes to all, 

David Noyce 

FROM THE CHAIRMAN

News

From the Membership Secretary - Janet Noyce 
A warm welcome to the following members who joined us this season. 

Robert and Ruth Keys, “MORNING STAR” 320c, home port: Milford Haven
Suzie Clarke (Mrs), “NIO” 31 Ultima, home port: Salcombe
Stephen Richardson, “FREYJA” 320c, home port: Port Solent

Roy and Roma Farrier, “GREYLAG” 320c, home port: Sovereign Harbour, Eastbourne
Ben and Rachel Ellis, “ANNALISE TOO” 280c, home port: Falmouth

Gavin and Verity Roberts, “JULE” 370 Commander, home port: Frogmill (Thames)
Tom White, “ARGO IV” 320c, home port: North Fambridge

Chris Brittain & Gillian Hamilton, “DISTRACTION”, 335c home port: Cowes IOW
Bruce and Fran Turner, “OMEGA” 305c, home port: Lymington

We wish you a long and enjoyable association with Nimbus Owners Club UK
Happy cruising, Janet Noyce
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Jean and Peter Coles 
Boaters of all kinds must stop going on about last year’s 
stable weather. We’re Brits, this is northern Europe and with
more than three thousand miles of Atlantic upwind our
weather changes. But, what changes! Gales galore, 
dramatic downpours, searing sun, meaning we have to
adapt. Fortunately, our Nimbus allows us to move quickly
and grab opportunities in the calm of mornings and evenings
or before tomorrow’s storm. 

This climate means planning is always difficult and, in the
dreadful weather of our AGM weekend, it was courageous
of Jack Acres to gather a group to consider a West Country Cruise. His well-illustrated report is encouraging because
it’s honest about allowing for differences, having flexible plans and reminding us that, at times, both large and small
Nimbus boats can be uncomfortable. So we adapt and adjust our plans. Further, a group of go-westers (for some reason
behind Jack’s timetable!) amusingly tell us how to avoid waste and save money. 

Geoff and Mary Riggs are the first to respond to our plea to help others learn from our boating mistakes. We often 
discuss such things over drinks or coffee, be brave, write it down and send your tale to Nimbus News.

At the risk of boring readers there is more of our own adventures in the Netherlands because it’s such a great place -
all that flat water!

Chairman David and the River Dart adventurers show dinghies using electric motors. MORE please - it’s easy to imagine
life without the smell and nuisance of storing petrol but cost, battery weight ... what are the pros and cons of green power?

Thank-you to all the contributors who sent us reports and articles from their early Summer. It is only August, please 
send more 2019 experiences and lessons. Hopefully this edition will encourage readers to put fingers to keyboards for
future editions.

EDITOR’S CORNER.

Tuesday 27 – Wednesday 28 August – Island Harbour Rally
Bookings are closed for the Island Harbour Rally (27 & 28 August 2019) - berths are booked. If you are coming
please check the information on the form sent a few weeks ago. For the barbecue just bring your food, plates,
glasses and cutlery please. 

Thursday 31 October – End of Season Lunch – Hornet Services Sailing Club, Gosport 

2020

Saturday 22 February – Dinner and weekend at RNLI, Poole

Friday 17 – Sunday 19 April – Lymington Rally and AGM

“Provisional” means please put them in your diary. Changes and details will be sent in 
All Members emails.

(We remind NOC members of changes directly and through the club web-site) 

NIMBUS OWNERS CLUB Events 
2019 – 2020 PROVISIONAL LIST OF EVENTS FOR YOUR DIARY

by John Searle and Sue Birchall
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NN’s two most recent editions gave advice on towing bridles and ‘line ahead’ towing. It was a humbling reminder that
we’d missed something when, in the Netherlands, we were asked to help a yacht where towing alongside was essential.
A young couple (well they’re all young aren’t they) waved as we approached a lock waiting-pontoon. Their engine had
failed, the problem was serious, they’d spoken to the boat yard at a nearby marina; “were we going there?” Yes, we were.

It shouldn’t be a dilemma but we had to think: in-between there were two large locks, 6 miles of water and lots of water
traffic. But; the weather was fine, the ‘casualty’ was only a little larger than White Rider and above all it’s a mariner’s
duty. At the time, we were in convoy with Ardea and in a quick radio consultation we agreed: can’t say “no”, an alongside
tow, tight lines, we’d hold the towed craft to her rear and Ardea would escort us. Yes, we admit: I’d always admired tug
masters and Roger is a frigate man, buzzing around the fleet!

Lashing alongside was simple ‘where the strain is’ geometry. Our Nimbus 310 took the load easily and I experimented with
rudder and bow thruster steering as we approached the lock. This was the Krammer jachtsluizen one of the most modern
and complex in Europe because they “wash” the water. The water movement would be very slow. Nearby craft respected
our limitations, though in the lock Roger told some impatient skippers that we couldn’t move faster nor further forward. We
had some problems with our tow because we think she was newly purchased: very few lines and fenders, the owners lacked
confidence and were over worried about fending the lock wall and didn’t even try to steer – just fended and chatted. 

After the Krammer there were 5+ nm of calm water. As you can see from Roger’s pictures, we were typically passing 
fish farms. Our new friends phoned ahead and their intended marina said a launch would pick up the tow beyond the
next lock – phew, their destination is a huge busy veritable water-city!  And there they were, calling in English “OK just
drop the lines”. Well, not quite, we handed-over a little more carefully, fending off this time the immense gratitude 
of Flow’s owners. 

Lessons learned:

Nimbus boats are up to towing providing you get the lines and fenders right.

Alongside towing does mean the ‘tug’ should be towards the rear but modern yachts have narrow keels and that spinning
effect helped our bowthruster.

The conditions were easy but we should have briefed the obvious: “please steer your boat”.

TOWING IN
PRACTICE     by Peter Coles
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Once again stormy seas were forecast for our beginning of season rally. Storm Hannah was approaching, several boats arrived
early and other members booked bed and breakfast in the town. It’s a short drive from home for us and a car gave flexibility by 
providing us, and others with reduced mobility, transport to the activities.

On this occasion boats were spread around the marina (rather than rafting up opposite the fuel pontoon) and the marina staff gave
us their usual friendly welcome.

Offshore Powerboats generously provided 43 Nimbi with canapes and drinks at the Haven bar on the Friday evening and friendships
were quickly renewed.

Nasty outside but snug in the Haven bar,
and the staff are keen;
Thanks Steve!

NIMBUS RALLY
AND AGM:
Lymington Yacht Haven
April 26 - 28th 2019
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Offshore’s ever-changing 
onshore offer.

Saturday started for us at the Haven for breakfast and I was excited again to see local T.V. historian Dan Snow and his family also
having hot chocolate. Through the Saturday morning Offshore PB’s display of Nimbus boats for sale ashore and on A pontoon were
open for viewing. 

Chair David held his technical forum which was very well 
attended. David always encourages contributions from others 
and many queries were clearly answered. Questions varied 
as sometimes did answers from those with knowledge and 
experience. This interchange remains a pre-season high-light.

Bartley McNeela and Martin Willard explained the new technical
library and parts database

section of the web site. All members can now post information 
directly without the need for admin. authority but allowing for 
expert moderation. 

We moved on to the Royal Lymington Sailing Club for their excellent buffet, once again having the sole use of their function room
for the whole weekend.

The Royal Lym’s Buffets really are exceptional.

Some Nimbi walked around
Lymington, Bruce did a Park Run,
others visited the Saturday High
Street market, all accessible from
this lovely New Forest marina.
This year I used the car (rather
than hiring the marina electric 
bicycles) to venture further to 
Milford on Sea, Barton and
Mudeford Quay indulging my
new birthday camera with strong
on-shore waves.

Nimbus Owners being a bit formal.
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The Saturday evening dinner was well served and cooked, offering Nimbi pre-selected two or three courses. A young Brockenhurst
College student from Hythe sang and played a selection of her repertoire including songs for audience participation. The night was
very blustery and wet and John and I were glad to use the car back to the well secured boat. 

Sunday morning was still bitterly chilly in the morning early winds for my solo walk along the Pennington-Keyhaven nature reserve
but at least it was dry! The AGM was well attended, the committee was re-elected and we received helpful suggestions for future
social events. A group of Nimbi met to discuss the idea of a June West Country cruise - see Jack Acres report below.

Many stayed for a further celebration of RLSC catering - their Sunday Carvery. Boats began to leave on the afternoon tide, a few
stayed an additional night or did more Solent cruising.

The Sunday Carvery.

Sue Birchall
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West Country
Cruise 

The event started in the Spring with discussions between Chris of
Blue Angel and myself about travelling together for a summer
cruise. We decided to share our adventure by advertising it in the
events pages of Nimbus News and soon had about 8 interested
boats.

Start date was to be after the Nimbus Club lunch event on the 
Hamble on Monday 10th June. However, remember the weather
in early June - better for ducks. Our start was postponed until later
that week when a weather slot seemed to appear. Many e-mails
were circulated between interested attendees, as we all looked at
forecasts. Soon we agreed we must postpone until the following
week and would meet in Yarmouth on Monday 17th. Suenos left
her mooring on the Hamble and took fuel in Cowes before 
proceeding to Yarmouth.

By Jack and Lesley Acres SUENOS Commander 380

Contessa of Langstone – taken later, leaving Weymouth.

Polar Star – Hi Ann.

Paul and Angela of Contessa had 
organised berths and we were soon
joined by the other boats. In
Yarmouth we had Suenos, Contessa
of Langstone, Polar Star and soon
were followed by Joanda and 
Eureka. We all enjoyed drinks on
Suenos before going onto the
Wheatsheaf pub which Sue and John
had kindly organised.

Joanda.



Blue Angel.

Sadly, Eureka had succumbed to some electrical gremlins and withdrew from the cruise. 

On Tuesday 18th June the forecast was reasonable so Contessa, Polar Star and Joanda set off at 11 am as they had a lower cruising
speed, whilst Suenos liaised off Yarmouth at midday waiting for Blue Angel who had just left Cowes. It was an overcast day with 
acceptable seas. Suenos and Blue Angel stayed well out to avoid the Lulworth firing ranges whilst Contessa, Polar Star and Joanda
went closer in-shore.

We think the Artillery Range was working but had no satisfactory answers to any of the phone numbers. Anyway, Suenos and 
Blue Angel arrived in Weymouth after 2.25 hours and we were followed only a few minutes later by all the others. We all went through
the 2 pm bridge opening and were moored close to each other. Drinks were served on Blue Angel before we retired to our own boats
for supper.

Weymouth Beach - one of the best. 8
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Saturday 22nd June suggested a good forecast so we all took the
12 o’clock bridge opening. Some took on fuel and the five boats
went slowly to get slack water at Portland Bill for the inner passage.
The inner passage was flat calm but west of the Bill there was a
confused stern sea. Joanda turned back as they found the following
seas too uncomfortable. Hence the famous five was now the 
fearless four. We arrived in Brixham after about 2.45 hours.
Suenos followed Blue Angel into Brixham about 15 minutes later
and we were soon followed by Contessa and Polar Star.
Unfortunately, we were all in different places in the marina and the
North or NE winds made the stay in Brixham uncomfortable. We
all felt the marina to be expensive and Brixham a bit tired and tatty,
there was also a lot of debris floating about.

We all enjoyed Weymouth. One evening Angela organised a nice discounted supper at Prezzo close-by, near the road bridge. 
The following days were spent weather watching as the forecasts had too many F5’s in them. Hence too much alcohol, fish and chips
and crab sandwiches were consumed.

Suenos approaching the Bill.

Part of Brixham’s Harbourside garden - all the work of volunteers.



We were joined on board Suenos for the usual 6 pm drinks by
Geoff and Tricia Hobbs who berth in Torquay with Lady in Blue.
They provided much useful information for planning our trip and
it was really good to meet up with them.

On Monday 24th Polar Star returned to Weymouth and joined up
again with Joanda to enjoy a mini cruise together, whilst Suenos,
Contessa and Blue Angel had an easy short trip around to 
Dartmouth. Much to our surprise and delight there was room inside
the town quay so the three boats enjoyed four hectic days on the
quay only yards from Dartmouth Town centre. Each night at 5pm
the ferries using the outside of the quay stop and you can then 
fully enjoy that delightful spot. 

We did all the usual tourist bits including a nice steam train trip to Paignton, followed by a bus back to Totnes for lunch and then onwards to
Dartmouth. Paul loves buses so went back to Paignton to find his reading glasses. However, all the time they were in the bottom of the bag!!!! 

On Friday we moved up river to a buoy at Dittisham because the Town Quay was booked for a classic boat rally. The helpful harbour
master helped us tie to one buoy. Our time at Dittisham was wonderful. Beautiful weather and so quiet. The setting is stunning.

Five Nimbus crews in Brixham.

The Kingswear Castle passing the Greenway landing, just opposite “Dittsum” - as locals call it.

A boater with a drone passed on these shots of the shared mooring.

The first night we had a small breeze so lots of slapping on the hull, or even in the cabin, but not on my boat unfortunately! Some interesting
fishing occurred with Paul and Chris catching many fish which provided a fish alternative to the bbq we were using on Suenos. We had
a starter on Contessa, main course on Suenos and sweet/cheese on Blue Angel. Wine on every boat also. This Nimbi cruise had finally
become known as the booze cruise. But, one day we took the ferry and visited Greenway, holiday home of Agatha Christie.

We used the dinghy from Suenos 
attached to the electric outboard from Blue
Angel. We could either use the dinghy 
or hail a water taxi. Ann and Chris share
the boat with Holly a West Highland terrier
who especially enjoyed a cuddle with 
Paul. Most evenings Chris would take Holly
ashore and, for safety reasons Paul and
Jack would go with them. This area is 
notorious for dog snatching so we all went
into the pub each evening for safety!

Fickle dog but a good pub excuse

10
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On Monday 1st July we went back to the Town Quay via the fuel barge for a quick splash and dash. Our intention at this stage was to
start the trip back Eastwards within a couple of days. Also, the Quay had to be cleared of all boats by the Thursday as a cruise ship
was due in and needed the quay for customs/security. However, the forecast changed suggesting Tuesday to be much better than
Wednesday. Unfortunately, this change occurred on Tuesday morning so we decided to leave immediately but left a few hours later
than was ideal.

Contessa went directly to Weymouth and after rounding the Bill re-fuelled there. After a few days they moved towards Poole and on to
Keyhaven calling into Chapmans Pool for a coffee break (A much overlooked calm stop for timing the tides around St Albans/Anvil
Points - Eds.). In Contessa Paul and Angela’s return into the Solent took them to Lymington, Newtown Creek and Bembridge before
home to Langstone.

Suenos and Blue Angel also aimed for Poole. There was little wind outside Dartmouth,
with yachts motor-sailing, but the seas were vile. After weeks of Easterlies and North 
Easterlies the seas were big and very confused. We fell off many big waves and reduced
speed to 16 knots. Blue Angel which is normally much faster than us couldn’t comfortably
stay on the plane. She continued to fall behind and we assumed she had returned to
Dartmouth. The seas did not abate much until beyond Anvil point. We arrived at Poole
entrance in 4.25 hours and were delighted to hear from Blue Angel who had continued
slowly and arrived about 1.5 hours later.

We tied up at Poole Quay Marina and enjoyed a couple of quiet days. Except: Tuesday
night is motorcycle night which is very interesting with over 1000 bikes on show. We had
a very nice meal in the Poole Arms on the quay and Lesley and Ann also enjoyed a bit
of retail therapy.

Thursday 4th July we both left for home on a nice sunny calm day. We arrived at the
Hamble entrance in 2.25 hours whilst Blue Angel slowed to ensure a free flow entrance
to Island Harbour.

And they sat with Baden Powell. Were
they remembering Scouting or scouts?

Leaving Poole Harbour with Brownsea to Starboard.
Conclusion:

Eight boats were interested at the beginning. This turned into five boats leaving Yarmouth; four boats entering Brixham; three boats to
Dartmouth and two boats home together (a bit like an Agatha Christie really). As the pictures show we had reasonable weather.

All the boats performed well.

Fuel. Suenos used about 900 litres but we have twins D4’s and are much heavier, Blue Angel used about 650 litres. She also has twin
D4’s but is lighter and has a full planing hull. Contessa is a 320 with a single Volvo D4 and used about 450 litres. BUT we may have
used more wine/gin/scotch than diesel.

We made some great new friends and are looking forward to spending more time with them, as far as we are concerned a really great
holiday.

Jack and Lesley SUENOS and all those who contributed pictures
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10-11th July, 2019 saw the mid-season Nimbus rally at Yarmouth
marina with 33 people and 16 boats. (We had preliminary discussion
at the April AGM about using Yarmouth Sailing Club but this 
required outside caterers and the total numbers could not be 
guaranteed in advance.) One boat had to cancel with engine prob-
lems and one new member cancelled at the possibility of rafting up.

The marina web site states that a finger berth is available if a boater
requests it 2 days beforehand. The marina was very accommodating
to members with mobility issues who were given alongside berths.

13

Yarmouth Pier.

FROM THE
EVENTS 
COORDINATOR -Sue Birchall

YARMOUTH (IOW) RALLY

The weather was fine and everyone arrived and moored mainly on A pontoon along from the fuel berth. Some Nimbi joined at the end
of their West Country cruise having set off from Yarmouth 3 weeks previously. In practice rafting-up led to greater networking and sharing
of boat information and assistance, as well as drinks on fly bridges.
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The first evening dinner was booked at the Bugle and menu choices
had been pre-ordered to speed the service. We sat in 3 long tables
to one side of the pub and probably dominated the evening.

The second evening boaters went off in smaller groups to visit
friends, enjoy the many different local restaurants, or eat on board
after early evening drinks. Those with mobility issues used the water
taxi from the fuel berth to the ferry access road.

Five of us visited the Royal Solent Yacht Club, open to visiting 
yachtsmen, which has extensive views over the Solent and were
treated to a lovely sunset. Service was superb and I would 
recommend adding it to future Nimbus events.

Various activities are possible from Yarmouth: the open top bus 
one-hour tour to the Needles, a visit to Yarmouth Castle, a walk
along the old rail line alongside the River Yar., the pier for coffee
and cake or ice cream in cafes.

Another enjoyable get together, more socialising than boating, 
but that seems to be the preferred option, especially when we have
strong summer winds.

The Bugle.
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Skip diving opportunities   by Nigel Barfoot 
It all started with us wanting key hooks for the various keys 
essential on the boat - gas locker, port aft locker, lazarette, spare
ignition key. etc. Thought it would be nice to fit say 5 hooks on a
piece of teak. Good idea!

The next question is; where to obtain a small piece of teak……

Simon (Mac) McPherson of the good ship Sea Sapphire came up
with a cunning plan.

Raid a marina skip!

Put this to one side for a moment……

We were in Dartmouth, Devon, as part of the club’s Club West
Country cruise Mk 2 – well we were late for Jack Acres’ group!

Mac had just returned from a trip to the washrooms the other side
of the railway adjacent to Darthaven Marina. He had a wide
grin on his face. On his way back from the showers, he had
clocked the marina skip near to the harbour office, had dived in
and…low and behold, had returned to the berth with 2 large
blue fenders!

They were shiny but sported a very healthy growth of mussels at
the bottom.

Trish was super excited, as well!

Still with that cheery face, Mac spent the next few minutes removing
the mussels and cleaning up the fenders.

Not only did the mussels get removed, the original price tag was
taken off too -FREE new fenders!

Here’s the resulting cleaned up fenders, together with a very
happy Mac! 

Moral of the story… don’t just walk past that skip... dive in! 

Lunch as well!

With such a good result, yes, from a skip, I hot-footed it back to
the said depository.

After a few minutes of rooting through the container, I came up
with a discarded teak handle some 400 mm long that would 
provide enough material for many a key hook base!

Returning from the cruise, my circular bench was put to work and
with a splash of Teak Wonder, the key hook assembly was born

Nigel & Clare Barfoot Cascade, 

Mac & Trish Macpherson Sea Sapphire 

Eds Note; BUT, what about the mussels? Did you eat them, 
get rushed to hospital, was it the little ‘cottage’ hospital in 
Dartmouth or has that gone the way… But, many thanks 
creative cruisers. See, there are some inexpensive things 
in boating!  P&J
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A cautionary tale
with a hopefully
happy ending
by Geoff and Mary Riggs, Sirius Nimbus 305

There are various opinions about the effectiveness of different fuel conditioners but, like many of you, I normally put “Fuel Set”
conditioner into the boat’s diesel tank. It is of course a good thing to put it in the right tank. We all know of people who have 
incurred huge expense after putting diesel into a petrol car or vice versa. Putting water into a diesel tank would also doubtless be
pretty catastrophic for a boat. No; I didn’t do any of these. In an absent-minded moment (after an interrupted fill-up at a marina
which had fuel pumping problems) I put fuel conditioner in the fresh-water tank.

You can imagine the nightmare thoughts once the enormity of my error sunk in, not to mention the comments of the Co-Skipper. 
Memories of previous boating-seasons cut short by mechanical problems beyond our control came flooding back; and this season
had hardly started. But we did have the presence of mind to switch off the water pump stopping us from contaminating the pipes
and taps at the sink and basin. Luckily there was very little  water in the tank and we thought we might be able to empty it from
the filler- pipe. The big question was “How toxic is fuel conditioner?” and then, “Would we have to replace the tank eventually
and manage all season only with bottled water?”

Mary was the decisive one, who dashed to the marina office. To my amazement, she came back with a lengthy print-out of the
manufacturer’s safety bulletin from which we learnt that the substance was a skin irritant but not toxic, consisting principally of
ethanol and alcohol ethoxylate. Just to be sure, Mary phoned
the UK agents for the product and left a message summarising
our predicament - which was subsequently answered with a text
assuring us that the water in the tank would be safe after a 
couple of rinses, and that the only reason not to drink the water
immediately was the eucalyptus smell .

As the gloom lightened, we found that access to the water 
(and diesel) tank in the Nimbus 305 – under the cabin floor
alongside the oven - is quite easy and a boatyard engineer (who
understood better than me about baffle plates and the gauge
mechanism) emptied the remaining water and wiped the tank
clean in a few minutes.

So, the moral has to be – Make sure you have the correct tank
before filling up or putting in additives! Unless of course you like
the aroma of eucalyptus.

At the time of writing (about a month after the event) we feel
okay after resuming normal use of water from the tank. But if
you see us behaving oddly at the next rally, you will at least
know why.

Our Gazebos.
Andrew Haines, who runs Greenham Regis at Lymington, 
has been good enough to store the club gazebos for us, 

at no cost – thanks Andrew. If you need any marine electronics,
check Greenham’s website at www.greenham-regis.com



To take advantage of this offer show your Nimbus Owners Membership card 
at the Harbour Office.



Nieuwpoort.
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The following are drawn from two May – July ,7 weeks trips in 2018 and 2019. They are written to encourage 
British Nimbi to enjoy this wonderful country. In our experience, the Dutch people are friendly, helpful and very 
welcoming. Very many speak excellent English but don’t make assumptions –the exception maybe a harbour or 
bridge master! 

Qualifications
For European inland waters you must have the CEVNI qualification – ideally added to an ICC. The RYA website 
explains all.

Coming and Going.
Choose the weather carefully. To be comfortable in the Channel and North Sea choose light winds. For 310s and 
320s think of making an average speed of 15-18 kts. Tides may help you do better but avoiding or slowing for large
commercial vessels will add time.

Stop-overs: Eastbourne and Dover are very good, Dunkirk poor, Brighton and Breskens OK

Dutch member Jon Vonkerman also recommends Blankenberg, Nieuwport and Ostende but NOT Zeebrugge as places
to visit, for stop-overs or refuge.

The Western Scheldt is a very busy river with strong tides. Small boat channels are well marked but do your best to
avoid wind against tide conditions and contrary tides.

All the above have good fuel berths but White Rider found NO diesel in Dunkirk at the beginning of July 2019 because
of a regional strike. We were directed to Le Havre– think about it! So, phone ahead if a fuel stop is critical. White Rider
went to Dover!

by the Coles and Nicholas crews

NOTES for THE 
NETHERLANDS 
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Locks
Only radio ahead for the sea locks (using VHF/VTS); for internal locks use waiting pontoons, focus on the lights and 
follow the herd. 

Don’t hang back, go well forward, if it’s busy don’t be shy, stay in the middle and moor to a suitable craft. Alongside 
a concrete wall with recessed bollards, a looped rope aft is essential – it’s cowboy skills time! Only the stern matters,
bow thrusters mean other lines are low priority.

The water moves slowly with little turbulence. Don’t spend hours researching whether it’s up or down, a neighbour may
know but just watch. DO NOT make fast - keep the lines in hand!

Dutch waters are very busy after early July when schools are out. Many Belgium and German boats join the locals. 
Because all three countries can have long weekends (don’t rely on Monday shopping!) locks are busy on Mondays as
well as Sundays.

Bridges
Check air-draft: Very few Nimbus designs will get under the many bridges lower than 3m. Don’t strain with heavy 
equipment, just lower the aerials and the mini mast for those arches higher than 3.5m.

Clearance heights are well marked but look carefully for the lights/signs saying where to go. Some are difficult to 
see from a distance, especially with multi-span bridges in open water where it’s tempting to rush through any arch.  
Good Dutch charts show all the details.

Most bridges do not have a person in the little box – that’s history! They are remotely controlled and the cameras will
see you. Bridges sometimes, but not always, have waiting piles or pontoons and/or call buttons. If a radio channel is
shown or there’s a long delay, use it but a few are Ch 31 which is not available on UK leisure VHF. Otherwise just wait
as bridge masters often have local rules about ‘rush hours’ or numbers of road closures per hour. They may love boats
but cars and bikes have more influence.

Marinas
Phone ahead to book but the most likely answers are: “just come, we’ll find a space”, “Come and take a suitable place”,
“Don’t worry, I’ll see you and come and help”. Remember Jon Vonkerman’s horror, expressed in NN of Spring 2018,
that they were turned away on the Thames – never in Holland.

Many Dutch marinas are small and/or have few staff. As with weekends, they like their time off. Often between 1200
and 1400 there’s only a notice on the HM’s door, just take a place.

Usually visitor areas are marked:  Passanten

Don’t be shocked at the low prices. There is serious competition so just enjoy it, especially the immaculate toilets and
showers. Many have bikes you just borrow and re-learn how to use back-pedal brakes!

All have water and electricity but some have low-cost ‘coin/token-in-the-slot’ machines to help your environment 
conscience. Free Holding Tank pump-out and chemical loo wash-out facilities are universal – none of the self-defeating
charges experienced in the UK.

By contrast, marina laundry prices can seem high. Machines are high quality, usually have a large capacity and may
take euros or tokens bought from marina office.

Pontoons: Alongside, Piles/Poles or Fingers?
There are all sorts and often a choice. If you can steer astern using the bow thruster, getting between poles is not difficult.
Fenders may catch and have to be lifted or wrestled aside, your boat’s hull is rectangular and once two stern lines are
ashore you can worry about the bow/pole lines. You may need to fiddle with long stern lines and a boat hook but what’s
the rush and where is the boat without miles of string?

ATIS and Radar Reflectors
Remember: you must have an ATIS-enabled VHF in Holland as elsewhere on European inland waterways; AND a radar
reflector must be fitted in the Scheldt Estuary.

White Rider and Ardea
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NIMBUS OWNERS CLUB

Is your pride and joy up to standard?
BUT:     

Is it let down by your scruffy, faded or worn Nimbus Owners Club burgee?

By our careful and judicious procurement policy we have been able to obtain a stock of new 
Nimbus Owners Club burgees and can retain the cost at an amazing “roll back” price of just:

£14.00 – HOW DO THEY DO IT, YOU MAY EXCLAIM?

ALSO:
Are you proud of your membership of the Nimbus Owners Club UK?

Why not buy a washable, woven badge to stick or sew onto your sailing jacket (or jumper)
- also ideal for covering up unwanted advertising by clothing manufacturers!

Treat your boat and buy your new burgee now at this low, low price.
Why not buy two; one for day-to-day use and one for special occasions?
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NewsN I M B U S

All Nimbus News contributions to be sent to:
Peter and Jean Coles at pjandje@btinternet.com 
Closing date for Autumn Edition of Nimbus News 
will be Friday 22nd November 2019

We get about 900 words on each page with no photographs. 
An average photograph is worth about 150 to 200 words. Please do
not embed pictures in your word documents but include them separately
as jpegs or similar, but please put their captions in with the text.
CRUISING ARTICLES 
Ideally, cruising articles should be no more than 1500 words, though
we can run several instalments. 
TECHNICAL ARTICLES
Technical articles should be as short as possible and with photos
sent separately.

Jonas Gothberg
Email: jonas.gothberg@nimbus.se

C O N T R I B U T I O N S

DISCLAIMER.
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the 
contributors and do not necessarily represent the views of the
Nimbus Owners Club UK. Similarly the club will not be held
responsible for the contents, claims, or possible results of the
use of, any advertisement in this newsletter.

CONTACT DETAILS FOR NIMBUS
SWEDEN AND SPARES:

“THE DREAM”
Asleep last night I had a dream

In which I owned a boat

A sleek and shiny Nimbus

The best there is afloat

I sat inside the cockpit 

With G & T in hand

The sun was out the wind was calm

I’d never felt so grand

I motored on the ocean

I navigated well

I moored up with the greatest ease

This was a tale to tell

Then I saw a man I knew

There on the pontoon

The engineer with bill in hand

To spoil my afternoon

My dream became quite worrysome

The costs had left me broke

But just before the bailiffs came

Thank goodness I awoke. 

Bill Wiltshire

WHO’S  WHO &
HOW TO CONTACT
YOUR COMMITTEE
Chairman & Technical Advisor  - 
David Noyce - 01243 787509
email: dnoyce@btinternet.com

Membership Secretary - 
Janet Noyce 01243 787509 
email: dnoyce@btinternet.com

Treasurer - John Searle   
email: eureka.hythe@gmail.com  

Committee Members:
Events Co-ordinator - Sue Birchall 
email: birchall2600@gmail.com 

Committee Secretary - Julia Hendry: 
email: juliahendry@btinternet.com

Website Liaison - Bartley McNeela: 
email: bjmcneela@gmail.com

Editor Nimbus News - Jean and Peter Coles 
01243 820496 : 
email: pjandje@btinternet.com  

Sponsorship & advertising - Roger Nicholas
email: ardea@dittybox6.plus.com 

Equipment and spares web development 
- Martin Willard 
email: martinwillard@btinternet.com  

Web site: www.nimbusowners.co.uk


